Welcome
It is our pleasure to introduce Greg Ryan Author, Speaker, Fitness
Expert, Life Coach and advocate for Autism and Attention Deficit
Disorders.
Married to the fitness world for three decades he has become
widely recognized as one of the world’s authority on Personal and
Mental Fitness. Ground breaking methodologies combined with
his authentic approach has garnished him self in line with some
of the worlds highest performers, professionals, corporations and
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institutions.
Greg has written more than twenty-five books and has published
hundreds of articles on Weight Loss, Exercise, Sports Enhancement Drugs and Psychology. He has also authored several books
on Autism and Attention Deficit Hyperactive Disorder, both of
which he has been diagnosed with some time ago.
In addition to writing Greg has a passion for the youth. Drawing
on his own experiences Greg strives to be a voice of Acceptance,
Identity and Purpose for all athletes across the country.
Greg is available for media appearances, speaking engagements,
book signings and weight loss counseling. Enclosed you will find
bios, book overviews and testimonials. It would be our pleasure to
collaborate with you to share Greg’s message with your audience.
Please feel free to contact us at 502.295.8555 or
gregryanfitness@yahoo.com
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About Greg
Greg Ryan has risen to national prominence by delivering a high
energy message which tells people how to shape up their health
and live up to their greatness. His groundbreaking methodologies
in productivity for both your ‘body and mind’ executive his peak
performance. It is a message Greg Ryan has learned from his own
life and one he is helping others apply to theirs. He is becoming
widely recognized as the world’s upcoming authority on personal
and mental fitness. In twenty five years of championing bodybuilding, motivation and Christian healing, he has garnished his self in
line with some of the world’s highest-performing professionals,
corporations and institutions. Greg Ryan has quickly become
hailed as one the newest top faces of the world’s most influential
thinkers in the arena of personal productivity. Whether it’s for
his outstanding programs, authorship or christian motivation it is
his aligned focus and vision in the face of change that drives him
farther up the ranks.
Books by Greg Ryan:
• Fitting-In
• Hope Floats
• Changing from the Inside-Out
Speaking and Training Opportunities:
• Adoptions
• Addictions
• ADHD
• Autism
• Afflictions
• Acceptance and Anabolic Steroids
• Spiritual and Corporate Leadership
• The Psychology of Weight Loss
• The Art of Bodybuilding
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Greg Ryan Bio
Adopted at birth, ADHD at twelve, Anabolic Steroid Addiction at 20 and
Autism at 45 Greg has had his share of challenges. But to Greg they are
blessings not disabilities. Blessed with a discipline from growing up on the
farm, fitness found him and propelled a shy introverted kid into national
limelight. Bodybuilding championships, movie star clients, TV shows, franchises and now over twenty-five books later, Greg is looked upon as one
of the top authorities in mental and physical fitness and well being.
Greg’s authentic true to life approach connects him to audiences around
the world like no other. Today Greg is an advocate for Autism, Addictions, ADHD and Adoption.
“In the world I live, I see it much smaller than it is on one hand and much
larger than most on the other. In my right, I hold the world in a cup full of
imagination, while in my left I believe that we are connected in a much straighter line than we humans can
reason. I do not believe in figuring out “How” things will get accomplished as much as asking the question
of, “What if?”
In the world I live, I feel it much deeper than it appears on one level, and much more intense than most on
the other. On one level I connect directly to the vibrant emotions of Hope people are trying to hang on to each
day of their lives. At the same time on a much different kind of level I also feel the sad disconnect of passed
pains, present unforgiving hurts and purposeless paths obstructed with a fear of not being accepted. I do not
believe in questioning or judging, but replace it with a desire to connect authentically through intuitions,
commonalities and heartfelt dreams of what life can be and is to come.
I do not believe in mental shoeboxes; but that the world is my oyster for the experiencing. I do not believe
in happenstance, circumstance or coincidence, but chose to believe with all my heart that at the beginning,
middle and end God stands along side me whispering,
“You were Born for this!”
Greg Ryan
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Books
FITTING IN – It is about the “Locker Room,” the risk of Sports Enhancement
Drugs is more than an edge to win. The obsession is about fitting into a room of
sorts filled with Acceptance, Identity and Purpose. His cousin dying of cancer
was no hurdle at the time; at any cost he would pay to be in that room, game,
clique or elite club. Through it all he almost lost the very thing he thought
could never be lost, a soul. Greg shares the REAL truth why most do not stand
up for the right thing when knowingly doing wrong. Until the real issues of
the heart are shared, Sport Enhancement Drugs (SED’s) will be as common as
chicken soup for the cold.

CHANGING FROM THE INSIDE-OUT – Greg Ryan first became known to
thousands across the country as a leading force in the mainstream fitness industry. An outspoken pioneer blending the lines of fitness for both the body &
the mind. A survivor of steroid addiction, Attention Deficit Disorder & Sensory
Autism, Greg Ryan had a story to tell, proving what a man can accomplish
in life depends upon the way he approaches the battle. Demonstrating to
his extensive following, that when we accept tough jobs as a challenge, wade
into them with determination, enthusiasm & self-discipline in our minds, real
changes can happen. Changes that can happen, from the inside out.

HOPE FLOATS – After winning his own battles within life regarding depression, steroid addictions, Attention Deficit Disorder & Sensory Autism, Greg
Ryan displayed survival and developed a fascination for the area of human
resilience. Hope Floats discusses that resilience within the confines of a true
story and bares to question; are you ready to float? A story of a person named
Kathy who dared to dream, to fly like eagles and to refuse to allow others and
the voices in her head defeat her. Hope Floats discusses attitudes and activities
to help cancer patients not just survive, but to THRIVE! It’s a book that suggests
cancer patients may not be able to change the wind. but gives its readers the
inspiration to adjust their sails!
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Media Photos
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Speaking / Workshops
Greg Ryan is known for his authentic, personable approach to the heart felt messages presented in
his keynotes, workshops, and writings. He shares and teaches using both, life experiences, facts and
practical applications. Through Greg’s workshops you get a step-by-step real life experience on each
topic or subject matter. Anywhere in the world, you can participate in Greg’s workshops and talks.
Greg offers:
• Speaking
• Workshops
• Book readings and signings
Audiences- Organizations and Institutions
• Women’s

• Youth Sports

• Teen

• Diabetes/Cancer

• Parent

• Adoption

• Faith-based groups

• Autism and ADHD

• Family and counseling professionals

• Health Clubs/Gyms

• Medical/healthcare workers

• High Schools and Colleges

• Psychologists/psychiatrists

• Health Care

Content, length, and messages are tailored for the audience addressed. Typical keynote addresses are
45-60 minutes, and workshops are approximately 1-3 hours, depending on need. Additional workshop topics are available upon request.
To book Greg for speaking or workshops, please contact us at gregryanfitness@yahoo.com
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Testimonials

“

Greg Ryan is an author who is willing to share his stories in the most vulnerable and authentic way.
His speaking approach is non-abrasive, relatable and creative. Greg has that natural ability to grab
and insert you right into the storyline from the beginning. He is not just a writer, but a speaker through
storytelling that changes lives. ”
– Silvia Stone - Grand Rapids, Michigan

“

I have read over a dozen of Greg’s books. Each one has brought some sort of life changing empowering
message right when I needed to hear it. Greg has a way of writing things I can relate too. I always look
forward to reading his next book for inspiration”

“

– Jonathon Davis - Tampa, Florida

As a personal trainer there is no better. Greg’s knowledge and understanding of his craft is off the

charts. He always seemed to be a step ahead of my motivation, accountability and thought process. I
have been with him for over twelve years and there never has been a dull, unmotivated moment. My
results are more than I ever could imagine outside and inside. ”
– Susan Bittner - Louisville, Kentucky

“

Greg’s ability to relate to young people has always intrigued me. No matter the age he always seemed

to be able to pull them in with a positive influence as the end result. Not everyone can do that. His
willingness to share his personal stories of drug abuse and low self-esteem as a youngster makes him
who he is, different in a special way. ”
– Steve Ratcliff - Seattle Washington
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